Seakayak

Organization: 2nd Medical Faculty CU

Organizer: Mgr. Petr Klein

Venue: Boatyard of the Faculty of Natural sciences
Podolské nábřeží 4, Praha 4 - Podolí

Time: 1. lesson 09:30
2. lesson 13:00

Capacity: 10 people per lesson

Applications: Via-e-mail: petr.klein@lfmotol.cuni.cz, předmět: RSD18

Registration: 1/ 09:15
2/ 12:45

Programme: Basics on the equipment, paddling on quiet waters, basics of seakajaking, 1,5 excursion on Vltava river, lecture on seakajaking

Notes: Only for good swimmers
Make sure you take some clothes suitable for water sports and some waterproof clothing. (jacket with a hood, cap, etc.)